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Schengen visa photo tool free

If you wish to apply for a Schengen visa to visit any of the countries within the Schengen area, you must provide photos as part of your application. If you do not do this, your request may be rejected. Depending on the consulate you are applying to, you will be asked to provide either 1 or 2 photos, but it is recommended
that you have 2 only to be on the safe side. Requirements and specifications for Schengen visa photosS say if you apply for a Schengen (short stay) visa or a national (long-term) visa you must provide photos that meet certain requirements. Source: www.germany.infoFormat and photo sizeMy photos can't be longer than
6 months. If it is you should get new ones taken. If you have your photos taken in a booth it's usually the right size, but if you're using a photo-printer you need to make sure they're the right specifications. Your photos should be passport size, which is 35 mm x 45 mm (3.5 cm x 4.5 cm or 1.37 in x 1.77 in). Your photos
should also be colored – black and white photos are unacceptable. These photos from the Dutch consulate show a perfectly acceptable color photo. Passport photo must be:– Size: 35 by 45 mm (width x height).– Width: ear to ear, between 16 mm and 20 mm.– Height: from the age of 11: from chin to crown, between 26



and 30 mm.– to the age of 11: from chin to crown, between 19 and 30 mm.Source:www.government.nlThere is a close-up above your head and the top of your shoulders. This means that your head will receive 70% to 80% of the shot. This is to allow for your facial features to appear clearly. Look at the 4 photos from the
German consulate to get a better idea of what that means. Source: www.germany.infoSe position of the head and facial expressionI should look simple with your eyes open and mouth closed. Photos for visas are different from your portrait photos and should be able to recognize you for entering another country. Do not
turn your head on either side and do not look away when the photo is taken. Also, if you have long hair, don't allow it to cover your face in any way. In addition, you should refrain from smiling as this changes the shape of your face. These photos from the Dutch consulate give an idea of how your head should be placed
and the correct, and incorrect, facial expressions. Source: www.government.nlDeality of photography The quality of your photos should be excellent. They should be clear and in sharp focus - blurry photos are not appropriate. In addition, it should not be there are marks, such as ink, and the photo should not be
crumpled. It should also be the right brightness and contrast - it's not too pale and it's not too dark. Check out these photos from the Embassy of France website which gives you an idea of what is acceptable and what is not. Source: www.diplotie.gouv.frBackgroundHaving the right background for your photo is just as
important. Teh Teh should be clear and of a light color - white, blue or gray is usually acceptable. There should be no patterns or shadows in the background. In addition, do not wear clothes that match the background of your photo, so that it is camouflaged against it. The idea is for the background to provide contrast
with your hair and face in order to be recognizable at the consulate when you submit your visa application. These examples from the German consulate show the perfect background. Source: www.germany.infoWearing glassesI if you are wearing glasses you do not need to take them off to take your photo, but you must
ensure that the frames do not cover any part of your eyes. Your eyes must be completely visible. You should not wear tinted glasses or sunglasses and there should be no reflection from the flash when the photo is taken. The French consulate has ideal pictures for you if you are wearing glasses. Source:
www.diplomate.gouv.frWearing hats or other headgearIt is not allowed to wear any hats of any kind when you have your photo taken. Headcovers are allowed if required for your religion, but you need to ensure that your face is clearly visible from chin to forehead. You can't wear any headgear that creates shadows on
your face or where your face doesn't appear. Take a look at the examples provided by the Consulate General of Germany.Source:www.germany.infoChildren, infants and infantsAlthough you apply for a Schengen visa for your child, you must also provide photos that meet certain requirements. The face must be 50%-
80% of the photo. Unless your child is under 5 years old, their head should be fully facing the camera and have a neutral expression that means they are not smiling. In addition, there should be no one else in the photo and your child should not hold items such as toys, nor should you wear any kind of hat. Take a look at
the photos from the German, French and Dutch consulates to get an idea. Source: www.germany.infoSource:www.diplomateie.gouv.frSource:www.government.nlAddation requirementsPhotos must be glued and not stapled to the application form. If you need to provide 2 photos, one must be glued and the other must be
kept relaxed for the visa clerk. You can only provide original photos. Photocopies are unacceptableEc waves of Schengen visa photo size, requirements and specifications The 26 Member States of the Schengen area include: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland Have all the same requirements and specifications when it comes to the photos required for your Schengen visa application. Whichever consulate you apply for a
Schengen visa, you will find specific photo requirements on each of their websites, so it is recommended that you take the Let's see what it is. For example, the German consulate in Atlanta has visa photo samples and examples on their website: The Netherlands consulate in the U.S. has a file that has sample photos
which you can download from their website: ConclusionIt is vital to include photos with the rest of your Schengen visa application. They must comply with the above photo requirements and specifications. If they don't, it will mean that your application could be rejected and this could delay things for you. So it is advisable
to take the appropriate photos before you start the application process. This will save you time when you get down to the app. At Visa Reservation, we strive to simplify the visa process by providing free visa consultations, accompanying letter templates and no standard objection letters for our customers from the US,
UK, Canada, Philippines, India, China, the UAE, Europe, Nigeria and worldwide. We also offer a flight itinerary for visa, travel medical insurance, hotel reservations for visas and more. To learn more about how we can help you with visa services, feel free to contact us today. Argentina Australia Belgium Brazil Canada
China Czech Republic Denmark Finland France Germany Ghana Greece Hong Kong India Indonesia Ireland Israel Italy Japan Kenya Korea Malaysia Mexico Netherlands New Zealand Nigeria Norway Pakistan Philippines Poland Portugal Russia Schengen Singapore South Africa Sweden Switzerland Tanzania Thailand
Turkey UNITED KINGDOM USA Vietnam Whether you go to Europe as a tourist or for business purposes, you should get a Schengen visa. The Schengen zone includes 26 countries, and the Schengen visa allows the passport holder to enter countries with little or no stop, as internal border controls have disappeared.
To ensure that you receive your Schengen visa in a short period of time, follow these steps: Find out which countries to travel to and how long you plan to stay. When you visit more than one country you will obtain the Schengen visa from the consulate of the country you are going to visit first. However, when making
short trips, the number of nights in a Schengen country determines in which country you should apply to get the visa. Check with the consulate what documents you need to receive. Some countries have to book and pay for a flight and book accommodation. They're going to need some proof of funding. You must provide
the current bank statement when applying for a Schengen visa. You shouldn't rely too much on overdraft facilities. the visa application form. You have to complete it correctly, sign it and attach two photos. To successfully approve your application, it is vital to make a professional-quality photo that meets the Schengen
visa photo specifications listed below: The main dimensions for the visa image Photo measurements must be 35x45 mm. The person must cover 2/3 of the photo. Two identical photos must be submitted. Teh Teh must be clear, sharp and with sufficient contrast. Photos with reflections or shadows on the face or red eyes
are not allowed. The photo should show a full frontal face, with a neutral expression. Photos must be of high quality, color and have an open background. Photos must be printed on high-quality matte or glossy paper with a resolution of at least 600 dpi. Head covering is not allowed unless worn for medical reasons or
religious beliefs. No reflection or shine from glasses is allowed. Although the official set of rules seems pretty clear, there are always some seemingly trivial details that need special attention. Let's take a closer look at the criteria for Schengen visa photo size and format: The head should be clearly visible in the photo, its
height should be within 32-36 mm, usually takes 70-80% of the image. Make sure the face is in the center and no part of it is cut. Avoid too much of a close-up - leave some space over the head and show the top of the shoulders. The head should be in the center with some space above it Keep the face in the photo
strongly focused, it should have a strong contrast. Blurry, low and overly bright images will most likely be rejected by officials. The face must be sharp and in the focus Over-over-the-core or over-over-the-face images are not accepted. The photo should show the natural skin tones and avoid reflections on the skin or
shadows on the face or behind the head. To take a proper photo ID, select the natural daylight - the window should be behind the camera. If you need to use the bulbs to light the scene, place 2 sources at an angle of about 45° on the face at eye level. The best light source for the image is daylight You should look ahead
with a neutral facial expression and eyes focused on the camera. Keep your mouth shut, don't smile or bend your eyebrows because facial gestures distort your face. Sloping head and eyes as well as portrait style when half round are also banned in Schengen visa photos. Look straight into the camera and keep neutral
facial expression The background should be simple and bright, but don't choose white. Neutral gray is the most suitable color because it gives the hair and face the required level of contrast. Avoid any patterns and objects in the background and remember that no one else should be visible in the photo. The most suitable
background color is neutral gray If you are wearing glasses, you are allowed to keep them, unless their frames are too heavy and cover the Your. Avoid flash reflections and glances at lenses. Sunglasses and tinted glasses are not allowed. Avoid looks or reflections on glasses Fashion headgear and jewellery are
prohibited. You can leave your head garments only for religious or medical reasons provided they do not cover any part of their face. Also, keep the hairstyle neat, long hair should not block the face. Headwear banned unless for religion religion If you are planning a family trip to Europe, you should know that each baby
will need their own passport and Schengen visa. The official requirements for Schengen visa photos for babies are not as strict as for adults. You can either get a professional photographer to make a photo of your baby or make DIY pictures taking into account the following Schengen visa photo instructions for children: A
picture of the infant can be taken either in a seat or lying on a floor. Use a grey blanket to provide the necessary contrast with your baby. No group photo is accepted. If your child needs to be supported, hide the restraint hand under the cover - it should not be visible. Watch the uniform lighting and position of the head to
avoid any kind of shadows on both the baby's head and the background. Dummies, bottles and toys are not allowed in the photo. Infants should keep their eyes open and mouth closed looking straight into the camera. However, this rule is flexible for newborn babies. The background for the infant's photo should be clear
All these requirements must be met in order for the photos to be accepted by officials. Of course you can turn to a professional for help or take your whole family to a photobooth. But an easier and more comfortable way can be obtained by using a Schengen visa photo manufacturer. It is a convenient tool for creating
appropriate visa photos. Plus, it will definitely save time and money. Use a digital or smartphone camera to take a photo of each family member and edit it in Passport Photo Maker. In the following screenshot, there is a sample biometric photo for a Schengen visa. Take a photo and select the necessary photo ID
template in the program Thanks to automatic face detection the software immediately rotates the photo in the appropriate way. You can also improve contrast, sharpen the image, remove the red eye effect, and even change clothes with just a few mouse clicks. The smart print unit allows you to use custom settings and
print on any paper size. Easy screen calibration serves the best print output. In addition to Schengen visa photos, the programme's internal database stores all common identity photo templates and is updated regularly. For example, you can use this photo editor to prepare a 2x2-inch photo for an American passport, a
3x4 cm photo for a Chinese visa, or a 600x600 pixels for the Diversity Visa Lottery. Identity photo software is available for free trial download. Check it out and make a high quality Schengen visa photo! Create a perfect Schengen visa photo with Passport Photo Maker! Maker! Maker!
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